TI
BETAN TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA, INC.
LOST REPORT FORM

DATE REPORTED LOST OR PICKED UP: ________________________________
LOCATION FOUND / LAST SEEN: ______________________________________
IF LOST, OWNER INFORMATION: NAME: ________________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________
HOME PHONE: ______________ WORK PHONE: ___________________________
EMAIL: __________________________________________________________

IF PICKED UP, CONTACT PERSON: NAME: _____________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________
HOME PHONE: ______________ WORK PHONE: ___________________________
EMAIL: __________________________________________________________

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF DOG

DOG’S NAME: ______________________________________________________
SEX: __________________ NEUTERED? ________________________________
COAT COLOR: __________________ EYE COLOR: _________________________
MARKINGS: _______________________________________________________
APPROXIMATE HEIGHT: ______ APPROXIMATE WEIGHT: ________________
APPROXIMATE AGE: ______________________________________________
TAIL DESCRIPTION: _______________________________________________
OTHER DESCRIPTION: _____________________________________________

DATE REPORTED TO RESCUE: ________________________________

ACTIONS TAKEN BY RESCUE:
____________________ NEWSPAPER AD (copy attached)
____________________ LOCAL VETS NOTIFIED (names attached)
____________________ POSTERS IN AREA
____________________ POSTAL WORKERS NOTIFIED
____________________ LOCAL SHELTER/HUMANE SOCIETIES NOTIFIED
____________________ LOCAL SCHOOLS NOTIFIED
____________________ MEDICAL CHECK
____________________ FOSTER HOME ARRANGED
____________________ DATE PUT INTO RESCUE SYSTEM

IF FOSTERED, NUMBER OF DOG: ______________

Form II